
Manx 1000ers - the Bob Baxter traverse 

History 

The ‘Bob Baxter Run’ was first proposed by Manxman Ian Callister in 1974, based on a newspaper 

listing published that year, of all the island’s 1000-ft tops.  A detailed route was worked out and 

reccied with Bob Baxter, who at that time was fairly new to running, with a view to Ian attempting 

the traverse in 1975.  However, for various reasons, Ian’s attempt didn’t happen.  Bob spent more 

time recceing and training, his regime including a double traverse of the Manx Mountain Marathon 

route (60 miles, 15,000 ft of ascent), and a semi-serious Traverse attempt in February 1976 going as 

far as St John’s.  On a snowy February day in 1977, he made the first continuous traverse, paced and 

supported, in a little over 15 hours. This time was reduced the following year to 13 hours, and has 

subsequently been completed just a handful of times.  Paddy Buckley recollects: “We used to do the 

Half Bob in the early eighties; more officials than competitors.”   

 

Colin Donnelly was next in line: in April 1982 for the Mountain Marathon, and did the Traverse in 

11:35 – a record which still stands – an amazing achievement as he’d sprained an ankle coming off 

Greeba, putting him out of the running for the MMM next day.   Ian Callister himself completed the 

traverse with Tony Varley (July 1982, 11:44), and John Kewley has done it twice (12:08 and, in July 

2000, 11:37 – perilously close to Colin’s record).   

 

Since his Traverse, Bob has completed many long distance challenges on Man, including the annual 

85 mile Parish Walk and the 100 mile coastal walk (now the Millennium Way). 

 

Route 

The Traverse starts at Laxey beach and finishes at the summit of Cronk ny Arrey Laa.  Estimates of 

the distance vary between 50 and 52 miles, with 11,400 ft of ascent.   

The route definition is slightly odd, as several of its summits have no metric contour ring (Slieau Ruy 

at 441873, Ny Nad Eas at 409902, Cronk y Vaare at 410863, Ossyn Ennym at 393854, Slieau Meayll at 

396826, Slieau Ree at 382826, The Creg at 346833, Greeba Mountain at 317816, and Cronk Fedjag at 

240750).  On the other hand, current mapping shows 2 tops with contour rings which are 

nevertheless excluded from the Round, at 413880 and 347889 (the latter is traversed by the obvious 

route).   

The route certainly makes for a good day out, with plenty of heathery wilderness, some fine views, a 

minimum of rocky terrain - and the added bonus that it is do-able in daylight hours from March 

onwards.  The purist may wish to continue south along the spine of the island to Bradda Head, Mull 

Hill (the lowest of the island’s five Marilyns) or even, perhaps, in summer when the passenger ferry 

runs, to the Calf of Man, to stretch the schedule out to around 18 hours.   

 



The Plan 

I’d been to the island just once - for the 1996 Manx Mountain Marathon.  Since then I’ve been 

assiduously ticking off the hills on Alan Dawson’s list of ‘Marilyns’ and 2 of the Manx hills excluded 

by the MMM, nevertheless achieve the necessary 150m all-round drop.  When John Kewley’s 

‘Baxter’ hit the pages of Martin Stone’s Long Distance News Summary (Fellrunner January 2001), the 

route seemed to provide the ideal excuse for me to go back and ‘tidy up’. 

My attempt was planned for 10 March 2001, and duly shelved due to Foot and Mouth.  It was 

rescheduled for 1 March 2002, I booked a flight from Birmingham, taxi to Laxey, and a bed for the 

Friday night (evening meal but no breakfast).  Despite a shaky lead-in (FMD scare at Thirsk the 

preceding week; heavy snowfall leading to the Manx mountain roads being closed, a delayed flight); 

by 9 p.m. I was installed at Laxey, and soon fed and tucked up in bed with the alarm set for 4:30 a.m. 

 

1 March 2002 

Warm-up jog through the streets of Old Laxey, munching a breakfast Swiss roll, locate the 

Promenade (reccied by taxi the previous evening), down the steps, find the sea, start the chrono at 

5:06 a.m.  Follow a steep road under the tramway, straight over the Ramsey road, bear left, 

footbridge over the stream, bear right (into a building site … retreat!), at last a steep track leads 

uphill, full moon just visible through a thickening cloud layer, spits of rain in a strong westerly wind.  

Thick heather leads to the cairned summit of Slieau Ruy, with snow rattling in from the west and the 

lights of the Cumbrian coast twinkling in the east.  Short heather and a track of sorts, enough frost to 

stabilise some of the sogginess, Slieau Ouyr and Slieau Lhean dark formless lumps; descend towards 

the bulky mass of Clagh Ouyr - suddenly face down in deep heather! 

Locate path at col, easy grassy slopes, then the fine summit at 6:25 and just enough light to run the 

good path to the sharply defined tops to North Barrule (reversing the route of the Manx Mountain 

Marathon), turn back into the face of the gale, from the wall at 422898 angle down to the main 

road.  At East Mountain Gate (410897) ahead of schedule, Bob Baxter and son Karl waiting by the 

bus shelter with honey butties and morning coffee.  Bob, now in his 72nd hyperactive year, is bidding 

for the first M70 completion of the 30 mile MMM this spring.  Next, two poorly defined heathery 

lumps, along south edge of plantation to cairned summit of Slieau Managh, with a view across the 

flat north of the island.  Compass bearing to Ballaimish, enjoyable unMannly steep descent to the 

convenient river bridge; a woman tending a horse advises me the road is Private but makes no 

attempt to turn me back; head rapidly up the (equally Private) steep slopes of Mount Karrin, nice 

top, nice view; cross a pasture to gate; unmapped wide track to road; Bob and Karl and waiting at 

363903 with more coffee and (the first of many) scrambled egg sandwiches. 

A good Manx “Green Way” level track, hamstrings still smarting from last weekend’s ‘O’ event, then 

short steep heather to Slieau Dhoo, out of cloud again to locate col then highly scenic traverse above 

Howgillesque steep deep-cut valley head and another rutted Green Way to heathery summit of 

Slieau Curn - fine, windswept vantage point.  Back to the main ridge, over un-named knoll, meet Bob 

briefly who points the way to Slieau Freoaghane - the ‘wanted’ Marilyn, alas in cloud.  Careful 

descent due south, as the obvious path bypasses Sartfell col; cross wide expanse to find the start of 

Sartfell, follow bearing to its bare stone-strewn summit, descend on careful bearing to corner of 



plantation; Bob and Karl are waiting at road junction.  Bob jogs 400m with me to point the way up a 

grassy gully, ideally placed for a precision strike on the heathery Slieau Maggle; undefined summit; 

bearing to cross the next road; undefined heathery Injebreck summit, more heather wading then 

take to the road.  Bob jumps out the car to gesture me to a wide track which is just out of sight and 

not on the OS map, in cloud carefully locate the Carraghan saddle & simple windswept summit; 

Beinn-y-Phott is 544m, drizzly and has snow lying, my feet begin to freeze, ‘halfway blues’ setting in; 

thankfully descend to tarmac, more egg butties and brisk run along misty main road to Bungalow 

Station.  In unpleasant conditions I nearly detour to the motor museum but Bob orders me over the 

stile to the Snaefell path, claggy windswept summit with its trig point, NATS station and Mountain 

Railway terminus, a reliable halfway marker (6:30 gone, 6:32 to go) but no place to linger today. 

Back at Bungalow, Karl tells me Bob has gone ahead to direct the way to the obscure summit of 

Cronk y Vaare, yet once you know, it’s obvious, close to the wall, with a slight rise, a cairn and low 

enough to be below the cloud and provide a view, albeit uninspiring today.  Next I pick up a black 

mark, as my return route up the ridge goes against instructions, leaves Bob standing in the cold, (and 

isn’t as straight as I thought).  Back in the clag, in blissful ignorance I execute my ‘shortcut’, climb 

Mullagh Ouyr, navigate across to (477m) Ossyn Ennym and down to the road (no sign of Bob or car) 

at Windy Corner, then fine summit of Carn Gerjoyl.  Pause, in cloud, plotting a strategy for locating 

the obscure Slieau Meayll.  Then drop out of the cloud, on a bearing, and it’s straight ahead, across a 

mile of deep heather.  Even by a Marilyn-bagger’s standards, this is a pointless summit!  Happily the 

route onward to the road at Keppel Gate, has a good path along a wall for much of the way.  A brief 

ticking-off for my earlier transgression, more egg butties, then to the (obscure) Slieau Ree (not Ruy - 

that was earlier!), then more Private land - a pleasant stream, a track, Ballachrink farm; the wide 

track mapped NW from the farm appears to be a classic OS decoy - no trace on the ground and 

(allegedly) draughted to expose mapmakers ‘borrowing’ its data.  I cross the intervening pasture 

without incident (apparently the farmer is friendly; nevertheless I should have arranged permission, 

but forgot).  Over the ridge, then a simple descent to footbridge, West Baldwin dam, and yet more 

of those excellent egg butties. 

Ahead is a longish section through to St John’s, which starts with an uncontroversial path through 

Ard Whallin Outdoor Pursuits Centre, then a good steep climb to the Creg (after 34 miles, much 

preferable to yet more running); heather wade to Colden, west to col then up the shoulder of 

Lhargee Ruy (back on Mountain Marathon route), past two pleasant cairned false tops to the dull 

summits of Lhargee and Slieau Ruy (another one), then watch the compass west and southwest to 

end of ridge at Greeba; plot a course north through heather and infant spruce to uninspiring Beary 

Mountain, and a very unpleasant dwarf gorse traverse to the (once reached) well-appointed summit 

of Beary Park.  Another Black Mark here - fail to link up with Bob who is waiting to guide me down to 

Ballig.  In the event, I find the ‘obvious’ track, lose it again, use a private track through a farmyard.  

This costs me 5 minutes and Bob a long cold wait. (I don’t see him again until almost the end of the 

run by which time I’m out of food and running on chocolate fumes!).  Jog through populous 

Glenmooar and St Johns, climb through pasture to the fine viewpoint of Slieau Whallian, following 

the Mountain Marathon route now all the way to the finish.  I lose a few more minutes on the 

descent, as the ‘obvious’ mapped path southwest of Carnagrie seems to stop well short of the road.  

As a compensation, the field before the transmitter holds a fine flock of multi-pronged Manx 

Loghtan sheep. 



 

Once on the road, things start to look up - there’s a white car waiting at the foot of South Barrule.  

And I find an unopened Twix at the side of the road (full marks to the guardian angel - I’ve not eaten 

since St Johns!).  Sadly the car has left by the time I reach the main road.  My route up South Barrule 

follows a promising path through the deep heather; this then diverges a good way left; I may have 

been better off keeping to the heather (best strategy is beeline from Mines, according to Bob).  I 

crouch in the lee of the earthworks just before the summit setting the descent bearing, then romp 

down out of the cloud on a good path.  Bob’s waiting at Round Table, having dropped off Karl at 

Peel.  I down a quick coffee, then hare off up the road on an implausible mission to finish in 20 

minutes; i.e. inside 13 hours.  Along the road, over the stile to Cronk Fedjag (trivial  on the map, 

fairly well defined on the ground), peaty path to the road junction, over the stile, at last slowing to a 

walk on the final steepening to the rocky summit, to finish in 13:02.   

Cronk ny Arrey Laa is a fine finish, perched over the sea, with a view south past the buttresses of 

Bradda Hill to the Calf’s cliffs.  It’s still cold and windy; I don’t doubt that yesterday’s view would 

have been better, with views maybe to the Lake District, North Wales, southern Scotland and 

Ireland.  But however you look at it, it’s a great place to end a classic hill traverse. 

 

The Morning After 

After finishing, I was looked after like royalty by Bob and his brother at their home in Peel.  The 

following day he took me on a tour of Peel (the harbour has the obligatory scenic headland with 

prominent Folly; see also Bradda), then across the hills (cloud lower than yesterday) to see the start 

of the Bradda race (to South Barrule and back), which attracted a field of 34 (I’ve seen less in a 

Welsh Championship race!).  Orienteering-style clips are used at the checkpoints to save wasting 

runners on marshalling duty.  We then paid a visit to Mull Hill – my other missing ‘Marilyn’.  This is a 

short climb from the roadside, with a fine well-preserved ancient burial chamber, although the 

summit itself consists of a scruffy car park and wartime pillboxes, livened up by a pair of Chough (red 

legged kings of the crows – national rarity).  After sampling the local fare (and admiring the 

waitress’s Manx Tartan) at a Castletown coffee shop, Bob left me to my own devices, and I spent the 

rest of the day wandering round a scenic stretch of the coastal path including Scarlett Point, 

Langness, St Michael’s Island, lots of wildfowl and an impressive flock of 30 Chough at the strand 

line, before catching the plane home. 

 

Rob Woodall, Peterborough, March 2002  

 

Post script 

A year later, Bob Baxter died, quite suddenly, of a heart attack.  It was a privilege to have met him, 

and to have done Bob’s route with him in support. 


